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Abstract. This study aims to determine the accuracy of the cash flow models and to investigate if these models could be
more accurate if they accounted for the potentially influential variables specific to individual construction projects. An
analytical case study research strategy has been implemented in collecting data for the construction projects. The data
collected has been tested against recognised models. Statistical analyses have been carried out on the data for the specified
variables, culminating in the potential proposal of an improved model with respect to these identified variables. The results
revealed that the independent variables (type of construction, procurement route and type of work) affect the cash flow
forecast. The findings suggested that a model could be more accurate with the input of more job-specific variables and that
Hudson’s DHSS model is best suited to a construction project procured traditionally. Adopting the ‘trial and error’ approach,
Hudson’s DHSS model has been recognised as an accurate model that could be adapted slightly, through changing the
parameter values. The clients and the contractors are the main beneficiaries approached for this study.
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Introduction
Cash flow forecasting management is imperative to the
construction industry’s success. A substantial amount of
research has been carried out on cash flow forecasting,
and many models have been produced emphasising the
importance of this subject area, whilst at the same time
suggesting that an agreed solution is yet to be found.
Thus, there is room for improvement on the development
of cash flow forecasting techniques. For this reason, this
paper aims to determine how accurate the current available cash flow models are and to investigate if these
models could be more accurate if they accounted for the
potentially influential variables specific to individual
construction projects.
1. Cash flow forecasting
Cash flow is a measure of a company’s financial health
(Investor words 2004). The forecasting of construction
company cash flow is the prediction of the amount of
money that will move through the contracting organisation for that construction project through the duration of
the planned program of construction works. A cash flow
forecast shows if a firm needs to borrow, how much, when
and how it will repay the loan (Business Dictionary 2001).

Gaps between cash outflows and inflows throughout the
life cycle of construction projects can create extended
periods of low cash availability for a construction contractor, jeopardising the financial stability of the business
(Kishore et al. 2011). The importance of cash flow
forecasting and management is well recognised in the
construction industry; yet, it is not a precise or clear-cut
technique, essentially due to the uncertainties and risks
associated with construction projects.
Since most companies handle multiple projects
simultaneously, managing project finance becomes complicated and tough for contractors (Liu, Wang 2010).
Insolvency is more likely to occur in the construction
industry than most other industries (Kaka, Price 1993).
Supporting this statement, the Construction Statistics
Annual Report for 2011, as published by the Office for
National Statistics (2011), stated that ‘2954 construction
companies became insolvent in 2010, accounting for
18.4% of all company cases of insolvency in the UK’.
Cash is often seen as the most fundamental and influential
of resources on a construction project; as the negative
consequences of inadequate cash management more than
outweigh the inadequate management of other resources.
Russell (1992) stated that ‘an excess of 60% of construction contractor failures are due to economic factors’. A
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construction firm’s failure can be due to the failure of one
of its projects. The failure of one firm in the construction
supply chain of a project can pull other members of the
supply chain into insolvency. The major causes of failure
tend to be financially based due to a lack of financial
control and management. Since the construction industry
has a vast array of expertise and experience, this lack of
financial control seems unusual and suggests that cash
flow managing techniques need improving.
By adopting the most accurate and appropriate cash
flow management technique, construction industry companies that would otherwise fall victims to financial
difficulties could remain in operation and in fact be
financially healthy. Jiang et al. (2011) emphasised the
benefits to be gained through formulating a project’s cash
flow analysis. Cash flow forecasting is used in many
industries as a form of budgeting and is an essential
management tool for any organisation that seeks to make
a profit. Forecasting is slightly different to budgeting, in
that, budgeting is more of an active approach and plans
for the future, whereas forecasting is more passive and
focuses on past experience and estimating from the past
data. It is therefore imperative that the forecasting model
used is as accurate as possible.
Cash flow forecasts are more often than not carried
out at the estimate and pre-tendering stages, and so they
are not a precise reality. Cash flow forecasts also fall short
in that they do not account for time delays for costs and
earned values, and they are not always compatible with
integrating variation costs and activities and change
factors. Although contract forms specify the extent to
which clients may delay payments to contractors, the
contractor will need to be able to forecast their cash
requirements in relation to what will happen in practice,
and this can be affected by individual client behavioural
influences. No construction project is likely to ever be in
complete accordance with the initial planning, and as
such, any cash flow forecasted at the pre-contract stage is
unlikely to be completely accurate. There are more than
likely going to be discrepancies between forecasted
interim measurements/payments and actual progress. It is
essential to find a cash flow model that can be adapted to
the specific requirements of the project and that includes
for the uncertainties relating to the construction business
and specific jobsite procedures. Cash flow forecasts are
needed at the onsite stage of current contracts and the
contracts still to be tendered for. Forecasts are needed at
the tendering stage to estimate the finance needed for the
project. Contractors, however, often do not have the time,
resources or funds to plan detailed schedules before
contracts are awarded.
Variables influencing the cash flow are not always
accounted for in the simple cost model. Contract conditions and items involved in interim valuations (such as
tendering strategies, estimating errors, specific dates of
interim payments, subcontractors retention, etc.) are
incorporated in a more detailed cash flow model produced
by Kaka (1996), and have been shown to influence the
cash flow prediction. A cash flow model incorporating
data from bills of quantities and construction program

details is yet to be developed, and as a result, there is the
potential for improvement on the accuracy of the cash
flow model. During the construction process, there are
many influential factors on the cash flow, namely, cost
overruns, time delays, variations and technical changes.
The aim for cash flow forecasting is to provide as
accurate, flexible and comprehensible forecast as possible.
For this to happen, the cash flow model needs to be
developed to account for these influential variables.
Factors that would be expected to influence cash flow
would be those factors that affect the timing of expenses
occurring for construction works. It would be expected
that variables affecting the workload at commencement
would influence valuations at commencement (e.g. the
construction type). Another consideration would be the
variable of procurement route chosen as the procurement
route can determine whether greater expense is occurred at
the design stage, pre- construction, post-contract stages or
towards the completion of construction.
There are several approaches to methods for cash
flow forecasting, the examination of sources of expenditure method, the simpler method (consisting of the decomposition of areas of cost into labour, material, plant and
overheads), the mathematical model method (of which
some have been based on the theoretical analysis of the
behaviour of project expenditure flow), and others on the
analysis of data obtained from past projects, e.g. Hudson
(1978), Kaka and Price (1993). The latter approach is the
method adopted for the current research. Many models
have been developed for contractors for preparation of pretender cash flow forecasts, most of which are based on
standard S-curves representing the running cumulative
values of construction contracts. The fact that many cash
flow models have been developed reveals not only how
important a subject area this is but also suggests that an
agreed universal solution is yet to be found. Thus, there is
room for improvement on the development of cash flow
forecasting techniques. Within the scope of this paper, the
following models have been presented: Hudson (1978),
Sears (1981), Kenley and Wilson (1986), Skitmore (1992),
Kaka (1996), Khosrowshahi (2001), Kaka and Fortune
(2002) and Kaka and Lewis (2003).
Hudson (1978). Hudson, in 1978, was one of the first
authors to develop a cash flow model for the cash flows
forecasting, and he developed the two parameter ‘DHSS
(the British Department of Health and Social Security)
expenditure model’ that is the model most widely used for
expenditure forecasting. Hudson developed the model after
the analysis of data produced from a large sample of
hospital projects, providing values of parameters over a
range of project sizes. The Building Cost Information
Service uses an ‘S-curve’ formula, based on work done by
the Hudson for the DHSS model, to calculate cash flow
forecasts. This S-Curve equation is:
Y ¼ Sðx þ Cx2  Cx  ð6x3  9x2 þ 3xÞ= KÞ;

ð1Þ

where Y is the cumulative monthly value of work executed
before deduction or retention of money or addition of
fluctuations; x is the proportion of the contract completed,
expressed as the month in which expenditure Y occurs
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divided by the contract period; S is the contract sum; C and
K are the set parameters that determine the shape of the
S curve (BCIS, Building Cost Information Services,
website 2011).
The changing of the C and K parameter values can be
values chosen to optimise the cash flow forecast and to
best suit the individual construction project. According
to Hudson (1978), different parameter values should be
applied to different types of construction. Altering parameter C changes the build-up time and run-down period,
and altering parameter K affects the rate of expenditure
over the central part of the graph. Hudson focused his
model on the ‘contract value’ variable and, thus, altered the
C and K parameters to reflect the contract value. Kenley
(2003) summarised the characteristics of the model as
follows:
‘They expressed value in terms of time… They
argued that all projects have properties of “rate of
expenditure” in common… They expressed both axes on
a scale to a maximum of ratio 1.0 (100%)’.
Sears (1981) model. As stated by Park (2004), Sears
(1981) produced a cash flow technique based on manual
integration of the schedule and cost items, reflecting the
relationship between activities and cost items, although
the method has a slight discrepancy in the time lag
between the use of a cost item and payment for it.
Kenley and Wilson (1986). Kenley and Wilson’s
study followed on from de Groot (1969), who claims that
‘…if one seeks to conduct a scientific investigation into
an individual, unique phenomenon…the regular methodology of (natural) science provides no help’. Kenley and
Wilson (1986) adapted this to construction projects as
construction projects are unique, and hence, their cash
flows should be considered as unique too. Kenley and
Wilson produced a cash flow model in 1986, that took
account of the variables: contract sum (V) and the
percentage of time complete (d). Kenley–Wilson equation
is (Skitmore 1992):
V ¼ 100F=ð1þFÞ;

ð2Þ

where: F = ea[d/(100 − d)]b; a and b are constants.
The slight flaw apparent with this model is that
when the project is complete, hence the percentage of time
complete is 100%, the value of (100 − d) will equal zero,
causing an error in the calculation. Therefore, it would be
necessary to omit the final monthly valuation from the
study, where the project is fully complete.
Skitmore (1992). In 1992 Skitmore researched the
application of the DHSS cash flow model to a selection of
completed construction projects categorised into four
distinct construction methods: steel-framed low rise buildings, new build housing developments, housing refurbishment projects and multi-house ‘pre-paint’ maintenance
contracts. Skitmore was following on from work carried
out by Peer (1982), where an analysis of a small data set
suggested that similar building type projects produced
similar expenditure patterns regardless of the project size.
Skitmore (1992) was concerned with how projects were
categorised into different building type groups especially
in relation to the DHSS formula. Skitmore (1992) carried

out an analysis on 27 completed projects, where he used a
method of successive approximation to obtain the best
parameter values for each project, then he applied these to
a standard linear multiple regression to analyse and predict
model parameters via the value of works, duration of
works, and project type group. He concluded with using a
nonlinear technique to find the best set of predictors for
each model for projects outside of the data base. Skitmore
(1992) found that by applying the best relevant determined
parameter values to the cash flow models, the predictive
power of the models improves and he stated that ‘the cash
flow prediction could be ten times an improvement
compared to the published forecasted values based merely
on the project size’.
Kaka (1996). In 1996, Kaka initially investigated the
sensitivity of the cash flow profile to the independent
variable of payment delays, using a sample size of
15 construction companies. Kaka (1996) concluded that
time delays were more often than not controllable through
contract conditions, resulting in the variability being rather
limited. From this research, it was felt that too simple
models as these were not reliable enough and that it would
be good progress to develop a model with sufficient
flexibility to incorporate a wide range of variable profiles.
Following on from this initial study, Kaka (1996) went
on in the same year to develop a ‘second generation’ cash
flow model, incorporating up to fifty variables (over
five times the number of variables accounted for in the
traditional models) and Kaka was able to conclude that
many of the additional variables were influential and
should be accounted for in further models.
Khosrowshahi (2001). Khosrowshahi (2001) looked
at the structure of the project cash flow forecasting model
and provided details of the model that comprised of the
mathematical expression and database of past project
expenditure flows. The methodology he used for the
model development was that of analysing the shape of
the s-curve profile. This was carried out in two distinct
steps: identifying variables associated with the shape of
the expenditure profile, the shape variables and developing a mathematical expression that combined with the
shape variables generating the pattern. Khosrowshahi
(2001) developed a mathematical model intended to
comply with both the recognised characteristics of a
growth profile and the specific characteristics of shape
profiles. Khosrowshahi (2001) focused on the basis that
‘the unpredictability associated with a construction project
gives rise to the need for a proactive approach to risk
management and risk appraisal’. The mathematical model
he used was:
Yc ¼ ebxa ð1 xÞd  1;

ð3Þ

where Yc is the periodic value and X is the proportion of
period over the number of periods.
Kaka and Fortune (2002). Kaka and Fortune (2002)
acknowledged a flaw in previous studies, essentially that
both generations of models relied on a step-by-step
simulation of the cash flow mechanism and in an attempt
to correct this, they developed a net cash flow model that
incorporated many more of the variables featured in the
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cash flow mechanism. Traditional cash flow forecasting
techniques had incorporated simulation of s-curves, predicting the cash flow in and out of the organisation
through the construction period. Kaka and Fortune (2002)
stated that ‘it is well recognised that this s-curve approach
does not account for influential factors such as construction programme, contract value, construction type and
other contract documentation details’. Kaka and Fortune
(2002) used a multi-linear regression technique as an
alternative to traditional cash flow forecasting models.
Their study concluded that ‘multi-linear regression does
not seem to be an applicable tool to develop contractor’s
cash flow mechanisms’.
Kaka and Lewis (2003). Following on from Kaka’s
technique from 1994 of addressing some of the difficulties
prevailing from computer simulations for predicting the
form of future contracts, Kaka and Lewis (2003) suggested
that at company level previously, budgeting is performed
on an overall company basis and individual contracts are
not considered standing alone, and the models available at
project level considered too simple and not able to include
essential cash flow variables. In response to these findings,
Kaka and Lewis (2003) proposed a dynamic cash flow
forecasting model to assist contractors in planning and
managing projects at a company level. The proposed
model consisted of three key developments, namely, a
more accurate and complex cash flow calculation mechanism, information system to assist the contractor with the
input of data, and a model based on projects, both known
and unknown to the contractor at the time of forecast. As
opposed to forecasting contractor’s turnover and converting them into monthly cash flows, they used a technique
that generated and integrated individual projects with
randomly produced start dates.
Literature review revealed that many authors have
looked at approaches to cash flow forecasting several
times, each successive time with an aim to develop further
their previous model or improve their findings. Many of
the previous studies looked into cash flow modelling, and
they have only used small samples of data to draw
conclusions from, whether this is because construction
projects are unique and only a small sample are able to be
equally compared, or whether this is because most models
developed are only able to produce accurate and ideal
curves when applied to a small selected few samples. It is
apparent that only a small number of previous studies
have used adequately sized samples of data sets to draw
conclusive opinions and findings from.
2. Research methods
The aim of the paper is to initially determine how accurate
the current available cash flow models are and to further
investigate if these models could be more accurate if they
accounted for the potentially influential variables specific
to individual construction projects. The objectives of this
study are to assess the influence of independent variables
on the cash flow models and to develop a model that
incorporates the identified variables, making it specific for

individual construction projects, in the hope of improving
the accuracy of the cash flow model.
Null Hypothesis is: ‘The independent variables have
no effect on the cash flow model’. This hypothesis has
been broken down into three subsidiary hypotheses to
further investigate the detailed effect of specific variables
on the cash flow forecast model. These subsidiary null
hypotheses are:
– Analysis set 1 Null Hypothesis: There will be no
association between the ‘type of work’ and the
cash flow forecast.
– Analysis set 2 Null Hypothesis: There will be no
association between the ‘type of construction’ and
the cash flow forecast.
– Analysis set 3 Null Hypothesis: There will be no
association between the ‘procurement route’ and
the cash flow forecast.
An analytical case study research strategy has been
implemented in collecting the data for the construction
projects. The cash flow data from completed construction
projects was obtained from two professional quantity
surveyor firms in the UK. The data was obtained for
regional projects and categorised by location. The data
sample set obtained initially consisted of 108 completed
construction projects, although 6 of these projects had
unusual issues (e.g. a contractor became insolvent part
way through the works). These six projects were not
included in the final data set as it was expected that they
may produce anomalous results. The final data sample set
contained 102 projects. The independent variables have
been identified to categorise each construction project
(Table 1). These eight independent variables comprised
the causes, and the dependent variable ‘cumulative
Table 1. Independent variables and their categorisation

Independent variables

Categorisation of independent
variables

Works

New build, refurbishment ora
mixture of both

Location

The North West, Oxfordshire,
Bristol, London and
Birmingham

Commencement date

Yearly quarters

Length of contract

Months

Type of construction

Steel frame, timber frame,
traditional construction and in
situ concrete frame

Facility use

Schools, colleges, housing,
hospices, retail space, offices,
apartments, hotels and
commercial space

Type of client

Either public or private client

Procurement route

Traditional contracts, design
and build contracts, project
partnering contracts or a small
few private developments
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construction cost’ was the effect identified for each
project. The eight independent variables were categorised
into distinct forms of the variable (Table 1). The data has
been tested against the DHSS and Kenley and Wilson
(1986) model, and statistical analyses have been carried
out on the data for the specified variable, culminating in
the potential proposal under the ‘Data Analysis and
Discussion’ heading of an improved model with respect
to these identified variables.
The cumulative construction valuation was recorded
into the nearest pound (£). The cumulative gross value of
work carried out, before adjustments for retention, was
used, since these adjustments for percentage of retention
applied to contracts can vary in contracts and may have
distorted the model in trying to find a general trend.
From the eight independent variables identified in
Table 1, a couple (location and start date) have been
rebased to standardise the data sets. The data was rebased
in relation to the location and start date independent
variables, to ensure no bias in the results for the projects
and the most accurate results and findings. The start date
would be influential as it is affected by inflation and the
current economic climate at the time, and the location for
the project will influence construction costs significantly.
In order to rebase the data for location, data obtained from
the BCIS (2011) has been collected to find the factor to
multiply results by Table 2.
In order to rebase the data for start date, the data was
categorised into yearly quarters, ranging from the 2nd
quarter 2002 to the 2nd quarter 2009, and then the
collection of data was multiplied by the relevant factor
to bring all the data to today’s date to ensure no bias in the
analysis. (The index for 2nd Quarter 2010 is forecasted
at 212).
Following the literature review, the expected most
influential variables have been identified as type of
construction, procurement route and type of work (new
build or refurbishment). Hence, further classifications and
investigations have been carried out on these three
variables.
Applying Hudson’s (1978) DHSS model. Hudson’s
DHSS model has been applied to the 102 construction
projects data, through input of the contract value and the
respective values for parameters C and K, as determined
by the contract sum (S) Y = S(x + Cx2 − Cx − (6x3 − 9x2 +
3x)/K). The S-curves have been plotted for the Hudson
model compared to the actual valuation values for each
project, to see at first glance how appropriate the Hudson
model is. Initially, a systematic and trial and error process

has been applied to the graphs to identify the trends and
relationships between models and actual data recorded.
Three steps followed in the analysis were to:
– identify any difference in the sets of graphs for the
variant of the variable being tested, e.g. for type of
construction, is there any visible difference
between the shape of the curves for new build
and refurbishment;
– acknowledge if either of the tested models tend to
match the actual data model better than the other;
– identify what the relationship is shape wise, if any,
between the most appropriate model and the
actual data curve.
The DHSS has been calculated and plotted using the ‘IF’
formula and ‘SERIES’ function:
¼ IFð$C$6<C10; MAXAðB12; 0Þ; $C$5 ðC10=$C$6 þ
$C$7 ðC10=$C$6Þ^2  $C$7 C10=$C$6 
1=$C$8 ð6 ðC10=$C$6Þ^3  9 ðC10=$C$6Þ^2 þ
3 C10=$C$6ÞÞÞ:
Table 3 presents application of Hudson’s DHSS model.
Applying the Kenley and Wilson (1986) model. The
Kenley and Wilson curve has been calculated and plotted
using the ‘IF’ formula and ‘SERIES’ function:
¼ IFð$B$5 < B9; MAXAðA11; 0Þ; ð100 ððEXPð1Þ
ððB9=$B$5Þ=ð100  ðB9=$B$5ÞÞ^1ÞÞ=ð1 þ ðEXPð1Þ
ððB9=$B$5Þ=ð100  ðB9=$B$5ÞÞ^1ÞÞÞÞÞÞ:
For comparing these two models with the actual cash flow
model result for each project, it would be possible to find
an association between which model might have the more
appropriate characteristics to suit the relevant variables
identified for each project. The constants (C, K, a, b) as
identified in the two models can be altered, and a
statistical method of least squares was used to estimate
these constants’ values. In order to compare the accuracy
of fit of the models with the data from the actual projects,
and to compare the two models, the statistical comparison
of the standard deviation has been calculated. The ‘SDY’
which is the standard deviation about the estimate of Y, as
used by Kenley and Wilson (1986), has been used for this
study:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð4Þ
SDY ¼ fRðY YEÞ2 = N g;
where for this study: Y – actual value at any month; YE –
estimated value; and N – number of months.

Table 2. Location indices from BCIS (2011) to rebase the data for the location factor (Base index is UK mean = 100)
Location

Index

90% confidence interval

Factor to multiply results by

North West

91

91–92

0.91

Oxfordshire

102

101–104

1.02

Bristol

101

101–102

1.01

Birmingham

93

93–94

0.93

Shropshire

93

93–94

0.93
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Table 3. Application of Hudson’s DHSS model
A

B

C

1

D

E

F

G

Y = S(x+Cx − Cx − (6x − 9x + 3x)/K)
2

DHSS

3

2

2
3

Contract value

2

4

Contract sum

292,545

5

Contract period

6

C

−0.3

7

K

4.4

9

Months

1

10

Actual

47,581

94,142

185,526

238,592

11

DHSS

53,403

128,507

206,164

267,227

5

0 = 26,000–130,000; 1 = 130,000–260,000; 2 = 0.26–0.52 m;
3 = 0.52–1.3 m; 4 = 1.3–5.2 m; 5 = 5.2–9 m, 6 = 9–14 m;
7 = 14–19 m; 8 = 19–23 m; 9 = over 23 m
Thousands
Months

8
2

Parameter

3

4

5
292,545
292,545

Parameter

C

K

From

To

0

−0.44

0

5.5

26,000

130,000

1

−0.37

1

4.9

130,000

260,000

2

−0.3

2

4.4

260,000

520,000

3

−0.22

3

3.9

520,000

£1.3 million

4

−0.15

4

3.6

£1.3 million

£5.2 million

5

0.01

5

4

£5.2 million

£9 million

6

0.11

6

3.9

£9 million

£14 million

7

0.16

7

3.8

£14 million

£19 million

8

0.06

8

3.3

£19 million

£23 million

9

−0.03

9

3.1

over £23 million

By calculating the SDY for each model, it has been
possible to compare the models by identifying the lowest
SDY and hence the best fit.
3. Results and discussion
The 102 projects have been split into sample sets for
comparison of the variables identified and tested. A
random sample of profiles has been selected from each
of the sample sets to demonstrate the findings. As the vast
amount of graphs produced would be too overwhelming
within the paper, a concise selection demonstrating
findings for each variable has been carried out. The
results on the three independent variables are presented
under the following sub-headings.
3.1. ‘Works’ variable
The data collected provided the following sample sizes:
60 ‘new build’; 36 ‘refurbishment’; and 6 ‘combination of
new build and refurbishment’. From the resulting numbers
available for each sample size, it has been seen that the
sample size for the ‘combination of new build and
refurbishment’ is too small. Furthermore, the proportion
of new build and refurbishment works cannot be identified

and split percentage wise. It would prove difficult to
compare the projects of this form, as the influence of new
build or refurbishment works cannot be quantified within
each project. Since the analysis would not be as accurate
as needed, it was decided with discretion to eliminate the
‘combination of new build and refurbishment’ variable.
3.1.1. Refurbishment construction projects
A selection of four of the graphs for the refurbishment
projects, demonstrating the relationship between the
projects and the two respective models, have been chosen
to be included in the paper. The graphs for projects 24, 64,
72 and 96 have been presented in the paper (Fig. 1)
envisaging that the longer the project, the more potential
there is to identify the relationship between the curves.
3.1.2. New build construction projects
A selection of four of the graphs for the new build
projects, demonstrating the relationship between the
projects and the two respective models, have been chosen
for the projects 29, 46, 47 and 50 for 17, 16, 18 and 15
months, respectively, envisaging that the longer the
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CASHFLOW CURVE 64
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0
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0
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6
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8

9

DHSS

Kenley & Wilson
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1,000,000
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2,000,000
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7
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0
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Actual

DHSS

Kenley & Wilson

Fig. 1. Cash ﬂow curves for projects 24, 64, 72 and 96

project, the more potential there is to identify the
relationship between the curves (Fig. 2).
In the initial analysis process for the first analysis
set, of visual inspection, it can be seen that consistently,
there is a difference in the sets of graphs for ‘new build’
and ‘refurbishment’ projects. For the ‘refurbishment’
projects, from the initial observations, the graphs appear
to demonstrate that of the two models applied, the DHSS
model tends to provide the most effective model, showing
a similar shape to the actual data models. The actual data
curves follow the DHSS curve fairly closely, with the
DHSS curve tending to be slightly greater than the actual
curve consistently. For the ‘new build’ projects, the initial
observations demonstrate that again the DHSS model
provides a similar shape to the actual data model, but this
time with the two curves crossing over at some point near
the project start. It can be seen that the DHSS curve is
initially slightly less than the actual curve, and following a
point of intersection, the DHSS curve continues on a path
slightly greater than the actual data curve.
The initial visual inspection for analysis set 1,
regarding ‘work’ variable, supports the subsidiary hypothesis that type of work (new build or refurbishment)
influences the cash flow model. Through collaborating
these observations with literature survey, the difference
in cash flow models in these two variables (new build or
refurbishment) was to be expected and can be supported
by the fact that often, refurbishment projects involve a

greater amount of expense occurring work from the
outset.
3.2. ‘Type of construction’ variable
The data collected provided the following sample sizes:
20 ‘steel frame’; 34 ‘traditional’; and 6 ‘in situ concrete’.
From the resulting numbers available for each sample
size, it has been seen that the sample size for in situ
concrete construction is too small and that findings for this
form are less conclusive and that it would be inaccurate to
draw conclusions from findings with such a small number
of projects.
3.2.1. Steel frame construction projects
All graphs (in total 20 graphs) have been plotted. A
selection of four of the graphs for the ‘steel frame’
construction projects, demonstrating the relationship
between the projects and the two respective models,
have been chosen for the projects 12, 18, 46 and 47 for
21, 21, 16 and 18 months, respectively (Fig. 3).
3.2.2. Traditional construction projects
The full 34 graphs have been plotted to compare the actual
curve with the DHSS curve, for this variable. A selection
of four of the graphs for the traditional form of construction projects, demonstrating the relationship between the
projects and the two respective models, have been chosen
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Fig. 2. Cash ﬂow curves for projects 29, 46, 47 and 50
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Fig. 3. Cash ﬂow curves for projects 12, 18, 46 and 47

for the projects 75, 76, 79 and 80 for 18, 11, 12 and 8
months, respectively (Fig. 4).
3.2.3. In situ concrete construction projects
The full six graphs have been plotted to compare the
actual curve with the DHSS curve. A selection of two

graphs for the in situ concrete form of construction
projects, demonstrating the relationship between the
projects and the two respective models, have been chosen
for the projects 19 and 33 for 11, and 6 months
respectively (Fig. 5).
In the initial visual inspection analysis of the
construction type set of data, there are suggestions that
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Fig. 4. Cash ﬂow curves for projects 75, 76, 79 and 80
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Fig. 5. Cash ﬂow curves for projects 19 and 33

there is a difference in cash flow models depending on the
construction method. By comparing the ‘steel frame’ and
‘traditional’ types, it can be seen that the traditional
method graphs tend to follow the usual ‘S’ curve, and
the steel frame models in fact often appear to follow less
of an s-curve and more of a constant straight line. There
seems to be less of a gradual increase in the value with the
steel frame compared to the traditional construction,
suggesting that valuations are larger from the outset for
the steel frame construction types. For this analysis set, it
is again recognised that out of the two simulated models
proposed, the DHSS model more often than not provides a
similar curve to the actual models. The traditional
construction projects appear to follow the DHSS curve
closely, even for an 18-month construction project. It
suggests that the Hudson model is an accurate estimate for
traditional construction projects which on reflection would
make sense as the Hudson model was developed in 1978,
essentially with traditional construction methods in mind,

as steel frame, timber and concrete construction would
have all been relatively new ideas, and not as well
considered or utilised as they are today. An analysis of
in situ concrete construction would be difficult as the
quantity of data produced is not substantial enough to
support any analyses.
The initial visual inspection for analysis set 2,
regarding ‘type of construction’, supports the subsidiary
hypothesis that the form of construction influences the
cash flow model. There is a distinct difference in the cash
flow curve recognised between the two main types of
construction investigated, namely, traditional and steel
frame construction. It is acknowledged that the steel frame
models in fact often appear to follow less of an s-curve
and more of a constant straight line, and the interim
valuations build up more consistently than gradually
compared to the traditional construction. The valuations
are recognised as being larger from the outset for the steel
frame construction types. The findings are in accordance
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with literature survey. The justification for this finding
would be supported by the fact that steel is an expensive
material, and material costs for constructing a steel frame
would result in an initial influx of expense occurring on a
construction project.
3.3. ‘Procurement route’ variable
The data collected provided the following sample sizes:
54 ‘traditional’; 40 ‘design and build’; 4 ‘PPC project
partnering’; and 4 ‘private contract’. From the resulting
numbers available for each sample size, it was decided
with discretion to eliminate the ‘PPC’ and ‘private
contracts’ from the analysis of procurement type, as the
sample size for these two types was insufficient, and it
would be inaccurate to make assumptions from them. As a
result, the third assessment compared the two most widely
used procurement types: ‘traditional’ and ‘design and
build’.
3.3.1. Traditional procurement route projects
The full 54 graphs have been plotted for this variable to
compare the actual curve with the DHSS curve. A
selection of four of the graphs for the traditional procurement route projects, demonstrating the relationship
between the projects and the two respective models,
have been chosen for the projects 15, 28, 84 and 96 for
9, 8, 8 and 10 months, respectively (Fig. 6).
3.3.2. Design and build procurement route projects
The full 40 graphs have been plotted for this variable to
compare the actual curve with the DHSS curve. A
selection of four of the graphs for the design and build

procurement route projects, demonstrating the relationship
between the projects and the two respective models, have
been chosen for the projects 12, 46, 66 and 72 for 21, 16,
14 and 13 months, respectively (Fig. 7).
From the initial visual inspection of the analysis set
of procurement route types, the design and build route and
traditional route have been compared, showing for both
sets that the actual model tends to follow the DHSS
model, if it follows either. For the ‘traditional’ route, it can
in fact be seen that the actual model is a very close match
for the DHSS model, and the actual models tend to follow
the traditional ‘S’ curve shape fairly accurately. For the
‘design and build’ route, it is not apparent or initially
obvious from any visual analysis that there is a relationship between the procurement route and cash flow model.
The initial visual inspection for analysis set 3,
regarding ‘procurement route’, supports the subsidiary
hypothesis that the type of procurement influences the
cash flow model. There tends to be a difference in the
curves produced for the two types of procurement
researched. The evidence to support this difference is not
as substantial or supportive as with the previous two
analysis sets. This seems surprising as this analysis set has
the largest sample of data collected, and of all the
variables being tested, it would have been expected that
findings for this variable would have been the most
conclusive. Whether this can be explained by anomalous
construction projects is something to be further studied.
Collaborating these slight findings with research from the
literature survey, it would have been expected that the
traditional procurement would have followed the traditional ‘S’ curve most closely, and design and build would
have followed a curve with less on a gradual increase, and
potentially more substantial valuations for the offset. The
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Fig. 6. Cash ﬂow curves for projects 15, 28, 84 and 96
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Fig. 7. Cash ﬂow curves for projects 12, 46, 66 and 72

procurement route chosen can be expected to alter that
impact on payment at the various stages of the construction process. More often than not design and build
construction involves greater expense at the design stage.
As it is seen from Figures 1–7, the actual project
curves produced demonstrate a wide range of profiles. The
cash flow curves are commonly the ‘S’ shape, although
some can be concave or convex. The project curves differ
in slope and lag, some having a prolonged start or
conclusion, following on from Hudson (1978) research
that recognised and advised that altering parameters C and
K changes the build-up time and run-down period and
affects the rate of expenditure over the central part of the
graph, respectively. Findings for the analysed sets tend to
suggest that Hudson’s DHSS model is best suited to a
construction project procured traditionally. This observation would support literature review, since when the
Hudson model was developed in 1978, the majority of
projects would have been of traditional construction
method, and to a traditional contract. Therefore, within
this study, it is felt that projects of this type, with these
two variables, would be best suited to adopt the Hudson
DHSS model as a model, using the recognised parameters
C and K, that relate to the construction project contract sum.
Having used SPSS and an immense amount of time
adopting the ‘trial and error’ approach, it has been
recognised that Hudson’s DHSS model is an accurate
model that could be adapted slightly, through changing the
parameter values, that originally only account for contract
sum, to values that take account of variables investigated
in this study. The parameter values recommended for the

Table 4. The parameter values recommended for the specific
variables (revised parameter values for the DHSS model
to take account of variables studied in this research)
Parameters
Variable

C

K

Refurbishment

0.45

5

New build

−0.2

3.5

Steel frame

0.12

4

Design and Build

0.12

4

specific variables have been summarised in Table 4. These
parameter values can be applied to the DHSS model, to
potentially improve the accuracy of the model for the
specific variables identified. These values have been
shown to improve the predictive ability of the models
for the respective variables of project type, form of
construction and procurement type. The parameter values
no longer account for the size of the construction project
itself. Researching the shape of the curves needed, it is
suggested in this study that for steel frame construction
and design and build, altering the C parameter to change
the build-up time and potentially produce a more ‘front
loaded’ curve would be appropriate to represent both of
these variables. In order to find appropriate values to
acknowledge and distinguish between refurbishment and
new build, many trial and error techniques have been put
into practice.
To support the potential of revised parameter values,
the models were run again, and it can be seen that the
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Fig. 8. Cash ﬂow curves (for project 91, incorporating the proposed parameter values for steel frame; for project 98, incorporating the
proposed parameter values for refurbishment; for project 92, incorporating the proposed parameter values for new build; for project 7,
incorporating the proposed parameter values for design and build)

suggested models matched up with the actual data closely.
An example of each of these can be seen in Figure 8.
Conclusions and recommendations
In the current paper, the accuracy of cash flow models has
been addressed and further investigations on these models
have been carried out to determine that the models could
be more accurate if they accounted for the potentially
influential variables specific to individual construction
projects. The main and subsidiary null hypotheses set
under the ‘Research Methods’ heading have been proved,
revealing that the independent variables (type of construction, procurement route and type of work) affect the cash
flow forecast. The findings suggested that a model could
be more accurate with the input of more job-specific
variables.
The findings revealed that the cash flow curves are
commonly the ‘S’ shape differing in slope and lag,
supporting Hudson’s (1978) research. Findings revealed
that Hudson’s DHSS model is best suited to a construction
project procured traditionally and of traditional construction. Adopting the ‘trial and error’ approach, it has been
recognised that Hudson’s DHSS model is an accurate
model that could be adapted slightly, through changing the
parameter values. C and K parameter values have been
recommended for the specific variables (Table 4) to
improve the accuracy of the model for the specific
variables identified in this study (i.e. refurbishment, new
build, steel frame and design and build). These proposed
C and K values improved the Hudson’s model as the
findings matched up with the actual data closely.
This study was affected by certain limitations
resulting from the collection of construction project data.
As a case study approach was used, it was not possible to

achieve the required number of samples with the significant number of variables to be tested to be accounted for.
Another limitation of the research was that the data was
collected from completed projects during the period
2002–2009. The organisation supplying the data was
reluctant to release data from live projects and more
recently completed projects due to the sensitivity of final
account settlements. It is an acknowledged limitation of
the research that the data was over a historic 7-year
period; however, the method used for collection, analysis
and reporting is not dependent upon the time period and
consequently, the reliability of the findings is not influenced by this limitation. Furthermore, the analysis of the
data from a developers perspective was not within the
scope of this paper.
As it has been identified within this study, cash flow
forecasting is of paramount importance to a construction
project and as such, it is imperative to make use of all
techniques that make this forecasting as accurate as
possible. The construction industry needs to look further
into how the currently used cash flow models are derived.
The construction industry should look further into the
factors affecting the cash flow model and put more time
and funds into improving the model to its full potential.
Further research should look into the effect of more
variables, other than the significant three studied in this
study and the researchers should analyse the data from a
developers’ perspective in their future researches.
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